**DRIVE**

**CAR:**
Navigation system: it is necessary to enter the street no. 63: **Spiez Faulenbachweg 63**

Highway A1 (Zurich/Basel - Bern resp. Westschweiz - Bern)
- Crossroad Bern: Highway **A6/A8 Direction Thun/Interlaken**
  - Exit Spiez
    - At first roundabout turn right
    - 1st street turn left (=Faulenbachweg)
    - ca. 300 m = COLASIT AG

**PUBLIC TRANSPORT:**
Train to Spiez (SBB/BLS)
- Bus Nr. 326
or
- By foot (15 Min.):
  - Exit Railroad station backside
  - Hiking trail to direction Spiezwiler
  - COLASIT AG = green building